
Becoming a partner
Green Marine Europe is a voluntary environmental 
certification program for the European marine industry. 

Green Marine Europe has a diversified network of members from different backgrounds that all 
share the same objective: to improve the maritime industry’s environmental performance through 
concrete and measurable action.

Partners are suppliers of services, products, technology and/or equipment that offer environmental
advantages or opportunities to help the program’s participants to improve their environmental per-
formance. Each new partner has to provide a short statement on how they meet the above
criteria. Partners are encouraged to display the Partner logo, showing their commitment to the Green 
Marine Europe initiative. 

Dual Membership in Green Marine Europe AND Green Marine (the sister program in North 
America)
Use of the Partner logo
Corporate profile in the Environmental products and services online directory. Available 
on Green Marine Europe and Green Marine websites, the directory includes the name, logo, 
corporate overview, contact info and website link of each partner and allows search by 
keywords.
Announcement of your membership on on Green Marine Europe and Green Marine social 
media, on Green Marine’s website and in Green Marine’s newsletter (corporate overview, 
logo, link) which is sent to over 4 500 subscribers 
Increased visibility among participants
Preferential rates for Green Marine’s GreenTech conference and exhibition
Preferential rates for advertisement in the Green Marine Magazine

THE BENEFITS OF BECOMING A GREEN MARINE EUROPE PARTNER INCLUDE:

As Green Marine Europe partners, companies agree to respect the Program’s communication policy 
related to the use of the Partner logo and to demonstrate their support of the program. Partners 
annual membership fees vary depending on the size of the organization:

2023 MEMBERSHIP FEE SCHEDULE FOR GREEN MARINE EUROPE PARTNERS 

Companies with less than 50 employees € 740 (plus applicable taxes)
Companies with 50 employees or more € 1 230 (plus applicable taxes)

It is easy to join online, visit the Partners page on our website for more information.

https://green-marine.org/members/partners/
https://green-marine.org/members/partners/#why

